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Abstract

We present a class of discontinuous Galerkin methods for the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations yielding exactly divergence-free solu-
tions. Exact incompressibility is achieved by using divergence-conforming
velocity spaces for the approximation of the velocities. The resulting
methods are locally conservative, energy-stable, and optimally conver-
gent. We present a set of numerical tests that confirm these properties.
The results of this note naturally expand the work in [15].

1 Introduction

In this note, we continue our study, [16], [13], [14] and [15], of discontinuous
Galerkin (DG) methods for incompressible fluid flow and consider methods that
provide an exactly divergence-free velocity approximation for the stationary
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

−ν∆u + ∇ · (u ⊗ u) + ∇p = f in Ω, (1.1a)

∇ · u = 0 in Ω, (1.1b)

u = 0 on Γ = ∂Ω. (1.1c)

As usual, ν is the kinematic viscosity, u the velocity, p the pressure, and f the
external body force. For the sake of simplicity, we take Ω to be a polygonal
domain of R2.

Since this article is a follow-up of a whole series, let us put this work in
perspective. In [16], DG methods for the Stokes equations were considered.
Then in [13], these methods were extended to include a solenoidal convective
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velocity and the Oseen equations were considered; see also the review in [14].
Finally, in [15], DG methods for the Navier-Stokes equations were considered.
This paper is devoted to expanding two aspects of the devising of those DG
methods which were only cryptically addressed in [15].

To describe them, let us begin by pointing out that in [15], it was shown
that DG methods for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations cannot be
both locally conservative as well as energy-stable unless the approximation to
the convective velocity is exactly divergence-free. Then it was shown how to con-
struct optimally convergent DG methods with these two properties; no other
DG method has them. Such a construction was carried out by using totally dis-
continuous velocity spaces and the local discontinuous Galerkin (LDG) method
to discretize the viscous terms. However, it was pointed out, see the second-last
paragraph of the Introduction of the paper [15], that “exact incompressibility
can be achieved trivially if the LDG method has a velocity that is div-conforming,
i.e., included in H(div, Ω),” and that the use of the LDG method for the dis-
cretization of the viscous terms was not really necessary since “any other DG
discretization whose primal form is both coercive and continuous could have been
used.” The purpose of this note is to elaborate on these two points.

The issue of providing exactly divergence-free approximations has been ad-
dressed in a few publications now. Indeed, exactly divergence-free approxima-
tions of the velocity have been obtained by Bastian and Rivière [6] in the frame-
work of DG methods for Darcy’s flow; this was achieved by means of a local
post-processing similar to the one used in [15] for the Navier-Stokes equations.
In [9], Carrero et al. obtained exactly divergence-free velocity approximations
for a DG method that used spaces of solenoidal functions; the actual construc-
tion of those subspaces was avoided by using a hybridization technique. In [11]
and [12], Cockburn and Gopalakrishnan used a similar technique for classical
mixed methods using spaces of solenoidal functions. Finally, in [17] Cockburn
et al. applied a technique similar to the one used in [15], to devise optimally
convergent DG methods for incompressible elastic materials. The remarks de-
veloped in this note for the DG methods developed in [15] for the Navier-Stokes
equations also hold for the DG methods developed in [17] for incompressible
elastic materials.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the following section, we
review the LDG method for the Navier-Stokes equations in [15] with special at-
tention to the use of H(div; Ω)-conforming velocity spaces and its independence
of the actual form of the DG scheme for the elliptic operator. In section 3, we
show how the analytical results in [15] can be adjusted to these cases. Finally,
the practical applicability of the schemes is demonstrated in section 4.

2 Description of the DG methods

This section is devoted to the definition of locally conservative DG discretiza-
tions for the Navier-Stokes equations (1.1). We follow [15].
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2.1 Meshes and trace operators

We denote by Th a shape-regular triangulation of mesh-size h of the domain Ω
into triangles or quadrilaterals {K}. We further denote by EI

h the set of all
interior edges of Th and by EB

h the set of all boundary edges; we set Eh = EI
h ∪EB

h .
Next, we introduce notation associated with traces: Let K+ and K− be

two adjacent elements of Th; let x be an arbitrary point of the interior edge
e = ∂K+ ∩ ∂K− ∈ EI

h . Let ϕ be a piecewise smooth scalar-, vector-, or matrix-
valued function and let us denote by ϕ± the traces of ϕ on e taken from within
the interior of K±. Then, we define the mean value {{·}} at x ∈ e as

{{ϕ}} :=
1

2
(ϕ+ + ϕ−).

Further, for a generic multiplication operator ⊙, we define the jump [[·]] at x ∈ e
as

[[ϕ ⊙ n]] := ϕ+ ⊙ nK+ + ϕ− ⊙ nK− .

Here, nK denotes outward unit normal vector on the boundary ∂K of ele-
ment K. On boundary edges, we set accordingly {{ϕ}} := ϕ, and [[ϕ⊙n]] := ϕ⊙n,
with n denoting the outward unit normal vector on Γ.

2.2 The DG methods for the Oseen equations

We first introduce the DG methods for the Oseen equations. To do so, we write
these equations in the form

σ = ν∇u in Ω, (2.1a)

−∇ · σ + (w · ∇)u + ∇p = f in Ω, (2.1b)

∇ · u = 0 in Ω, (2.1c)

u = 0 on Γ. (2.1d)

We seek DG approximations to (σ, u, p) in the space Σh × V h × Qh where

Σh = { τ ∈ L2(Ω)2×2 : τ |K ∈ S(K) = S(K)2, K ∈ Th }, (2.2a)

V h = { v ∈ H(div; Ω) : v|K ∈ V (K), K ∈ Th; v · n = 0 on Γ }, (2.2b)

Qh = { q ∈ L2(Ω) : q|K ∈ Q(K), K ∈ Th;
∫
Ω

q dx = 0 }, (2.2c)

where the local spaces S(K) × V (K) × Q(K) satisfy the mild conditions

∇ V (K) ⊆ S(K), (2.3a)

∇ · V (K) ⊆ Q(K). (2.3b)

The first condition serves to ensure the existence and uniqueness of the approx-
imation (see [10, 2]). We will see later that the second guarantees that the
approximate velocity is exactly incompressible provided that it is only weakly
incompressible. Additionally, we require an inf-sup condition for the spaces V h

and Qh.
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We define the approximate solution (σh, uh, ph) ∈ Σh×V h×Qh by request-
ing that

∑

K∈Th

∫

K

σh : τ dx =
∑

K∈Th

(
−ν

∫

K

uh · ∇ · τ dx + ν

∫

∂K

û
σ
h · τ · nK ds

)
,

(2.4a)

∑

K∈Th

(∫

K

σh : ∇v dx −
∫

∂K

σ̂h : (v ⊗ nK) ds −
∫

K

ph ∇ · v dx

)

+
∑

K∈Th

(
−

∫

K

uh · ∇ · (v ⊗ w) dx +

∫

∂K

w · nK û
w

h · v ds

)
=

∫

Ω

f · v dx,

(2.4b)

−
∑

K∈Th

(∫

K

uh · ∇q dx +

∫

∂K

û
p
h · nKq ds

)
= 0, (2.4c)

for all test functions (τ , v, q) ∈ Σh ×V h ×Qh. Here û
σ
h, σ̂h, û

w

h and û
p
h are the

numerical fluxes that are defined as follows.

The convective numerical trace

For the convective numerical trace û
w

h in (2.4b), we proceed exactly as in [15]
and take

û
w

h (x) =

{
limε↓0 uh (x − εw(x)) , x ∈ ∂K \ Γ−,

0, x ∈ ∂K ∩ Γ−,
(2.5)

where Γw
− = {x ∈ Γ : w(x) · n(x) < 0 }.

The numerical traces related to the incompressibility constraint

We first notice that, since the space of velocities V h is included in H(div; Ω), the
jump of the normal component of v vanishes over edges. Therefore, unlike for
the case treated in [15], there is no need to introduce a numerical flux associated
with ph.

We take the flux ûp
h as in [15], that is,

û
p
h = {{uh}} on EI

h and û
p
h = 0 on Γ. (2.6)

notice that with this choice, since V h ⊂ H(div; Ω), we obtain, by integration
by parts, that

∑

K∈Th

(
−

∫

K

uh · ∇q dx +

∫

∂K

û
p
h · nKq ds

)
=

∫

Ω

q∇ · uh dx.

Moreover, due to the boundary condition in V h and the inclusion in (2.3b), we
have that ∫

Ω

∇ · uh dx = 0 and ∇ · uh ∈ Qh.
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We can immediately see from this identity and from equation (2.4c) that, if
condition (2.3b) is satisfied, the approximate velocity uh is automatically ex-
actly divergence-free. Let us point out that this condition does not follow if the
boundary condition v ·n = 0 on Γ is not incorporated in the velocity space V h

given by (2.2b).

The diffusive numerical traces

Notice that, since the diffusion equation

−ν ∆u = g,

can be rewritten as

σi = ν ∇ui and −∇ · σi = gi

for i = 1, 2, we see that the discretization of the vector equation can be done
by discretizing similar scalar equations. So, the definition of the the numerical
traces σ̂h and û

σ
h can be obtained in a component-by-component basis. In Table

2.1, taken (and slightly modified) from [2], we can see the main choices of those
numerical traces that can be found in the literature for the scalar equation

σ = ν∇u and −∇ · σ = g. (2.7)

There, we restrict ourselves to adjoint-consistent methods. The parameter

Table 2.1: Some DG methods and their numerical fluxes for the scalar equa-
tion (2.7).

Method buh bσh

Bassi–Rebay [4] {{uh}} {{σh}}

Brezzi et al. [8] {{uh}} {{σh}} − αr([[uh n]])

LDG [18] {{uh}} − β · [[uh n]] {{σh}} + β[[σh · n]] − αj([[uh n]])

IP [1] {{uh}} {{∇huh}} − αj([[uh n]])

IP with |β · nK | = 1

2
[3] {{uh}} − β · [[uh n]] {{∇huh}} + β[[σh · n]] − αj([[uh n]])

Bassi et al. [5] {{uh}} {{∇huh}} − αr([[uh n]])

β can be incorporated in the fluxes of the LDG and IP methods in order to
increase their accuracy. The piecewise gradient is denoted by ∇h. On a face e
the stabilization functions αj and αr are defined by

αj(φ) = ηeh
−1
e φ and αr(φ) = −ηe{{re(φ)}}, (2.8)
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where he is the orthogonal length of the cells adjacent to the edge under con-
sideration, ηe is a parameter that has to be chosen independently of the mesh
size, and re(φ) ∈ Σh is given by

∫

Ω

re(φ) · τ dx = −
∫

e

φ · {{τ}} ds ∀τ ∈ Σh.

The vector-valued space Σh is given by

Σh = { τ ∈ L2(Ω)2 : τ |K ∈ S(K), K ∈ Th },

where S(K) is a the vector-valued component of S(K) = S(K)2.
This completes the definition of the DG methods for the Oseen problem (2.1).

2.3 Compact formulation of the DG methods

We now present the compact formulation of the DG methods obtained by
eliminating the auxiliary variable σh. Indeed, by doing so, the approximation
(uh, ph) ∈ V h × Qh of the Oseen problem satisfies

Ah(uh, v) + Oh(w; uh, v) + Bh(v, ph) =

∫

Ω

f · v dx, (2.9)

−Bh(uh, q) = 0, (2.10)

for all (v, q) ∈ V h × Qh. Here, the forms Ah, Oh and Bh are associated to
the above DG discretizations of the convective terms, the Laplacian, and the
incompressibility. The convective form is given by

Oh(w; u, v) := −
∑

K∈Th

∫

K

u · ∇ · (v ⊗ w) dx +
∑

K∈Th

∫

∂K\Γw

−

w · nK û
w · v ds.

The bilinear form Ah(u, v) can take many forms according to the choice of
numerical traces we take, cf. Table 2.1. For example, if we choose the LDG
method with β = 0, we have

Ah(u, v) =

∫

Ω

ν
[
∇hu − L(u)

]
:
[
∇hv − L(v)

]
dx

+
∑

e∈Eh

∫

e

κ [[u ⊗ n]] : [[v ⊗ n]] ds,

where κ > 0 is a stabilization function, and the lifting operator L : V h → Σh is
given by

∫

Ω

L(v) : τ dx =
∑

e∈Eh

∫

e

[[v ⊗ n]] : {{τ}} ds ∀τ ∈ Σh.

This is the choice we used in [15]. Notice that we have used the condition (2.3a).
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If we choose instead the (symmetric) interior penalty (IP) [1], the bilinear
form Ah for the vector valued Laplacian is given by

Ah(u, v) =

∫

Ω

ν∇hu : ∇hv dx −
∑

e∈Eh

∫

e

[[v ⊗ n]] : {{ν∇hu}} ds

−
∑

e∈Eh

∫

e

[[u ⊗ n]] : {{ν∇hv}} ds +
∑

e∈Eh

∫

e

κ [[u ⊗ n]] : [[v ⊗ n]] ds, (2.11)

for u, v ∈ V h. Again, notice that we used condition (2.3a). The penalty
function κ is chosen so as to ensure that the form Ah is positive definite. It is
this form that we will present numerical results for in section 4.

Finally, the form Bh is given by

Bh(v, q) = −
∫

Ω

∇ · v q dx.

2.4 The DG methods for the Navier-Stokes equations

Using the compact formulation that we introduced in for the Oseen problem,
we consider the following DG methods for the Navier-Stokes equations: find
(uh, ph) ∈ V h × Qh such that

Ah(uh, v) + Oh(w; uh, v) + Bh(v, ph) =

∫

Ω

f · v dx, (2.12a)

−Bh(uh, q) = 0, (2.12b)

and
w = uh, (2.12c)

for all (v, q) ∈ V h × Qh. The unusual separation of the variables uh and w in
the convective term of (2.12a) was introduced in [15] in order to introduce a
postprocessing instead of the equality (2.12c). Here, we keep it in order to stress
the relation to the Oseen system. Since w = uh is exactly divergence-free, the
resulting DG methods are locally conservative and energy-stable; cf. [15].

The approximation (uh, ph) can be found by employing the classical Picard
iteration: given (uk−1

h , pk−1
h ), find the new iterate (uk

h, pk
h) that satisfies the

Oseen problem

Ah(uk
h, v) + Oh(w; uk

h, v) + Bh(v, pk
h) =

∫

Ω

f · v dx,

−Bh(uk
h, q) = 0,

w = uk−1
h ,

for all (v, q) ∈ V h × Qh. Notice that all the velocity iterates w = uk
h are ex-

actly divergence-free and therefore, we can employ the analysis in [13] to obtain
solvability and approximation properties of each intermediate linear system.

As in [15] it can be shown that this iteration converges linearly for any initial
approximation (u0

h, p0
h), provided that ν−2‖f‖0 is sufficiently small.
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3 Analytical results

In this section, we state and discuss the main properties of our discretization
schemes. In order to do so, we first specify the pairs of spaces V h and Qh we
are going to use. Notice that we require spaces which fulfill the condition (2.3b)
on the pair of local spaces V (K)/Q(K). In [15], the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini el-
ement BDMk+1/Pk pair was considered for simplicial and rectangular meshes.
On simplicial meshes, the Raviart-Thomas pair RTk/Pk could also be used since
it also satisfies the condition (2.3b). In [21] the pair Q2

k+1/Qk was used with rect-
angular element; however, since this pair does not satisfy (2.3b), the resulting
velocity would not be divergence-free. We can use, instead, the Raviart-Thomas
pair RTk/Qk since we do have that

∇ · RTk = Q(K).

From now on, we restrict ourselves to working with this pair of local spaces.
The resulting space V h is equipped with the norm

‖v‖2
1,h :=

∑

K∈Th

‖∇v‖2
0,K +

∑

e∈Eh

∫

e

h−1
e |[[v ⊗ n]]|2 ds,

Proposition 3.1 The parameter ηe in (2.8) can be chosen such that the diffu-
sive form Ah(uh, v) is coercive and bounded on V h. In other words, there exist
constants c1 and c2 such that for all u, v ∈ V h holds

Ah(uh, v) ≤ νc1‖u‖1,h‖v‖1,h,

Ah(uh, u) ≥ νc2‖u‖2
1,h.

Proof: This proposition is a direct consequence of the analysis in [2] if we
consider that V h is a subspace of the vector valued DG spaces based on Qk+1.

Proposition 3.2 The advective form Oh(w; uh, v) has a nonnegative symmet-
ric part, that is for any w, u ∈ V h holds

Oh(w; u, u) ≥ 0.

Furthermore, it is Lipschitz continuous in its first argument,

|Oh(w1; u, v) − Oh(w2; u, v)| ≤ Co‖w1 − w2‖1,h‖u‖1,h‖v‖1,h

Proof: Since V h ⊂ H(div; Ω), we can immediately apply the proof of the
corresponding propositions 4.2 and 4.3 in [15].

Proposition 3.3 The form Bh is continuous and

|Bh(v, q)| ≤
√

2‖v‖1,h‖q‖0 ∀ (v, q) ∈ V (h) × L2(Ω).

Furthermore, the velocity-pressure pair V h × Qh is inf-sup stable and satisfies

inf
q∈Qh

sup
v∈V h

Bh(v, q)

‖v‖1,h‖q‖0

≥ β > 0, (3.1)

for a constant β independent of the mesh size.
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Proof: This proposition was proven in [21, Theorem 6.12].
With these propositions, we derive the following result:

Theorem 3.1 Under the above assumptions, Theorem 4.7 (on the existence
and uniqueness of the approximate solution) and Theorem 4.8 (a priori error
estimates) in [15] hold for the DG methods defined in Section 2. In particular,
we have the optimal error bound

‖u − uh‖1,h + ‖p − ph‖0 ≤ Chk (‖u‖k+1 + ‖p‖k) ,

with a constant C independent of the mesh size. Moreover, the approximate
velocity uh is exactly divergence-free.

The proof of the result in Theorem 3.1 follows then almost word by word
those of the above mentioned results in [15].

We remark that this result is optimal for the error of the velocity, since
the space RTk contains Pk as largest complete polynomial space; therefore, the
additional functions in RTk contribute to the stability of the method and to the
construction of a solenoidal solution, but not to the asymptotic quality of the
error estimate.

4 Numerical Examples

To carry out our numerical experiments, we take the symmetric interior penalty
method. We consider rectangular mesh cells and the local spaces are, since this
method does not use a separate space for σ,

V (K) × Q(K) = RTk(K) × Qk(K),

where Qk is the space of tensor product polynomials of degree k and RTk(K)
is the Raviart-Thomas space of degree k. This space is constructed from
anisotropic polynomials in such a way that the vector component ui is a product
of polynomials

ui(x1, . . . , xd) =

d∏

j=1

pi
j(xj)

with pi
j ∈ Pk+1(K) if j = i and else in Pk(K).

Since this function has boundary values different from zero, special precau-
tions must be taken. As pointed out in Section 2, in order to obtain a divergence-
free solution in the elements adjacent to the boundary, the Dirichlet boundary
condition for the normal component must be implemented in a strong way,
while the tangential components obtain their boundary values weakly through
the form (2.11). The strong boundary values are obtained by interpolating
the normal component of the prescribed boundary function in the set of Gauss
points required to integrate RTk exactly on a face and then initializing the start
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k L ‖∇eu‖ ord. ‖eu‖ ord. ‖p‖ ord. ‖ div u‖∞
4 9.7e+0 1.01 2.3e-1 1.82 3.9e+0 1.63 8.7e-10
5 4.9e+0 1.00 6.2e-2 1.89 1.2e+0 1.75 2.8e-09

1 6 2.4e+0 1.00 1.6e-2 1.93 3.3e-1 1.81 6.7e-09
7 1.2e+0 1.00 4.2e-3 1.96 9.3e-2 1.84 3.3e-08
8 6.1e-1 1.00 1.1e-3 1.98 2.6e-2 1.86 2.8e-09
3 3.9e+0 2.22 9.3e-2 3.12 2.6e+0 2.01 4.8e-10
4 9.9e-1 1.97 1.2e-2 2.96 4.5e-1 2.53 1.7e-09

2 5 2.5e-1 2.00 1.5e-3 3.00 6.5e-2 2.79 4.1e-09
6 6.2e-2 2.00 1.9e-4 3.00 9.2e-3 2.82 2.0e-08
7 1.5e-2 2.00 2.3e-5 3.00 1.4e-3 2.77 7.3e-08
4 6.5e-2 2.99 6.8e-4 3.78 4.2e-2 3.46 1.9e-09

3 5 8.0e-3 3.03 4.6e-5 3.87 3.2e-3 3.71 7.9e-09
6 9.8e-4 3.02 3.0e-6 3.93 2.5e-4 3.72 2.0e-08
3 5.3e-2 4.27 6.8e-4 5.31 6.3e-2 3.91 7.6e-10

4 4 3.4e-3 3.97 2.1e-5 5.00 2.7e-3 4.52 3.6e-09
5 2.1e-4 4.00 6.6e-7 5.01 9.5e-5 4.85 6.7e-09

Table 4.1: Errors for Kovasznay flow (ν = 1) and pairs RTk/Qk.

value of the nonlinear iteration to this value. In all subsequent iteration steps,
the residual and update vectors are set to zero in the corresponding components.
The tangential component of the velocity field is prescribed in weak form, as
with standard DG schemes.

We test our method with the analytical solution given in [19], namely

u1(x, y) = 1 − eλx cos(2πy),

u2(x, y) =
λ

2π
eλx sin(2πy),

p(x, y) = −1

2
e2λx + p̄,

where

λ =
−8π2

ν−1 +
√

ν−2 + 16π2
.

We impose this function as Dirichlet boundary condition on the boundary of Ω =
(− 1

2
, 3

2
) × (0, 2) and choose a viscosity ν = 1. Absolute errors and convergence

rates for several pairs of RTk/Qk polynomials are listed in Table 4.1. It exhibits
clearly the expected convergence orders for error of the velocity in H1(Th) and
L2(Ω). The pressure errors in this table converge much faster than expected; a
fact we cannot explain right now.
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Concluding remarks

In this note, we elaborated on remarks in [15] about DG methods for the Navier-
Stokes (or for incompressible fluid flow) which can provide exactly incompress-
ible velocity approximations and how this can be achieved essentially indepen-
dently of the DG discretization of the viscous terms. Although we focused on
the Raviart-Thomas pair of local spaces RTk/Qk on rectangles, our results ap-
ply to other pairs of elements originally designed for the discretization of the
Poisson problem in mixed form.
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